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Speaker and Deputy Speaker, rulings and statements
Address in Reply, subamendment, substantive, not in order, 211
Adjournment hour debate, questions of privilege, points of order, not permitted, 892, 2148

Adjournment hour debate, time limits, 2149

Adjournment motion, by private member, does not supersede order of business specified under S.O. 6(4),

2624-5
Adjournment to discuss urgent public matter (S.O. 26)

Censure motion essentially, dealing with by other means, not received, 717, 1272, 4658, 4792

Discussions being held with view to debating matter under another S.O., M. not received, 7708-9

Justified by special circumstances, M. accepted and stood over for discussion at 8 p.m., 6496

Matter important, deferring decision, 3752-3; not proceeding with due to debate on similar substantive

motion, 3780
Matter of international concern, debate might follow consultation between party representatives, M. not

accepted, 6830
Matter of substance, might better be moved under another Standing Order, deferring decision, 2850,

subject urgent and important, M. accepted and stood over for discussion at 8 p.m., 2870-1

Matter urgent but discussion of situation as it is today could preclude further discussion under S.O. 26,

deferring decision, 7509-10, M. accepted, 7532
M. accepted, stood over until Friday at 3 p.m., 5535-6
Not occurrence of sudden emergency, M. not received, 5506, 5692, 5748
Not urgent, M. not received, 4658
Notice not to be lengthy or argumentative, 7787
Opportunity for discussion not lacking, M. not received, 1075, 1272-3, 1305-6, 1354-5, 1743, 1782, 3507-8,

3707, 4711, 5145, 5315-6, 5449, 7787, 9274
Short notice, deferring decision, 1306, 7695-6
Similar notices filed, accepting motion proposed in broader terms, 6496

Audibility of debate, 1435, 1817, 1965, 2723, 2781, 3049, 4315, 6015, 6674, 7597, 8591, 9240
Conversations affecting, might be carriedon outside House or behind curtains, 1086, 2702, 3329, 6032,

6534, 6907, 6916, 6960, 7402, 9201
Bill

Amendment suggested in committee, procedural argument not to be raised in House, 5053-4

Anticipating committee passage of estimate, deferring decision, 650, bill provides statutory authority,

more effective form for dealing with question, and estimate becomes consequential, debate on in order,

661, 974-5
Based on several ways and means resolutions, accepting, Procedure and Organization Committee might

review precedents, 3001
Committee proceedings, Chair cannot take into account absence of members from, 976

Introduction, without notice, not in order, 2482
Money bill, amendment may raise question decided on at an earlier stage of bill, 1060

Report stage motions
Amendment

Does not infringe upon financial initiative of Crown, in order, 4650

Identical with notice of motion to amend under S.O. 75(5), substantive, not in order, 4643-4, 4647-8

Not substantive, in order, 7765
Substantive proposition requiring notice, not in order, 7926-7

Beyond scope of bill, not in order, 7192-3, 7518-20
And also proposing direct negative, not in order, 5842-5

Considering together, voting order, 4621, 7520, 8042-3, 8064-5, 8351, 8852, 8874, 8942, 8955

Correcting error in English text, unanimous consent required, 7198

Debate, scope of, 5762, 5765, 5899-900, 5926, 5929, 5943, 7853-4, 7930-1, 8095, 8098, 8857-8, 8867-8,
8911, 8918, 9203

Deleting enacting clause and substituting preamble and enacting clause, an attempt to go behind the

bill and amend original act, not in order, 4624-5

Financial initiative of Crown, infringing upon, and seeking to amend act rather than amending bill,

2651-3, 2663-4
Interrelated, Chair may rule on several at same time, 2650-1
Involving positive matter of principle which House, not Chair, should resolve, in order, 8957

Relevant to bill as reported from committee, accepting with reservations, 5842

Royal recommendation
Beyond scope of, and proposing direct negative, not in. order, 958-60, 962-3

Beyond scope of, not in order, 4677-8, 7201
Not beyond scope of, in order, 4626
Possibly beyond scope of, member given benefit of doubt, 9257-8
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